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Traditional image captioning

Image Encoder Text Encoder

A giraffe bending over while standing on green grass.

◼ Supervised training with curated image-text pairs 

◼ Closed-set: testing and training I.I.D

◼ Limitation: lack of robustness and diversity 



Zero-shot image captioning

Large Multimodal 
Model

Large Language 
Model

A baby giraffe bending over to graze on the grass.

Freezed

◼ Zero-shot without training data

◼ Open-set：Extensive visual concepts in large multimodal model, e.g., CLIP

◼ Knowledge in Large pretrained model lead to high robustness



Motivation

◼ Mode collapse: similar syntactic patterns and low diversity

◼ Less flexible：left-to-right generation and no chance to modify generated word

◼ Lack of controllability: sentiment, style, personality

Autoregressive generation：
A dog replica.

A dog sculpture.

A dog statue.

A dog sculpture created in London's Museum of Modern Art.

A dog sculpture created in London's Museum of Modern Art in the early 2000s.

Our non-autoregressive generation：
A striped 3d pet model-sized grey lab tiger displayed.

A grey metallic 3d model exhibiting a striped pet tiger.

A tiger sculpture painted on a statue display shown throughout campus.

A silver painted animal in striped yellow within window displays.

A silver striped tiger model depicted on window shopping display.

Mode collapse



Non-autoregressive LM: Gibbs-BERT



Proposed method



Performance on MSCOCO



Iterative curve and time-consuming



Controllable generation and Comparison with SOTA



Ours(shuffle)：

Order:  7, 3, 2, 8, 5, 6, 9, 4, 0, 1

Cap:    A striped 3d pet model-sized grey lab tiger displayed.

Order: 7, 8, 1, 5, 3, 4, 2, 0, 9, 6

Cap:    A grey metallic 3d model exhibiting a striped pet tiger.

Order: 6, 8, 9, 7, 5, 3, 0, 4, 1, 2

Cap:    A tiger sculpture painted on a statue display shown throughout campus.

Order: 5, 9, 3, 4, 6, 7, 2, 8, 1, 0

Cap:    A silver painted animal in striped yellow within window displays.

Order: 1, 5, 6, 0, 9, 4, 7, 2, 8, 3

Cap:    A silver striped tiger model depicted on window shopping display.

ZeroCap(beam 5)：

A dog replica.

A dog sculpture.

A dog statue.

A dog sculpture created in London's Museum of Modern Art.

A dog sculpture created in London's Museum of Modern Art in the early 2000s.

Diverse generation comparison



GRIT: A series of clocks on top of a screen

CLIPCap: A picture of a skull and crossbones with a lot of 

wires.

ViTCap:a close up of a cake with a picture of a dog.

ZeroCap: A patient submitted to the neurologist's office.

Ours:

A complete CT medical photo with brain samples.

A CT scene multiple frames displaying a diagnosis.

A stacked sheet displaying signs of brain damaged.

A composite present multiple images featuring frontal 

trauma.

GRIT: A painting of a painting with a tree in the background

CLIPCap: The night sky over the city.

ViTCap:A painting of a bird on a table with a bird on it.

ZeroCap: A night with Vincent.

Ours:

A famous Gogh painting after streaming moonlight over all 

the grand structures.

A view despite a nocturnal sky within famous mainstream 

artworks.

A nighttime sky can appear in drawings and oil paintings.

GRIT: A busy city street with lots of people walking on.

CLIPCap:A busy city street with people crossing it.

ViTCap: a city street with people walking and a bus.

ZeroCap:A billboard in the middle of of of a busy intersection.

Ours:

A new york time square.

A busy billboard covered time square with scenery.

A landscape masking time square depicting a vibrant morning.

A city featuring yellow billboard and advertisements on google 

outdoor.

World knowledge



More controllable generation



Thanks for watching!


